<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BJ 1610 .C522 1996</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Chicken soup for the woman's soul : 101 stories to open the hearts and rekindle the spirits of women / Jack Canfield [and others].</td>
<td></td>
<td>NEW_BOOK</td>
<td>MAGALE</td>
<td>30425101645623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BP 52 .S24 1997
Personal Author: Said, Edward W.
Title: Covering Islam : how the media and the experts determine how we see the rest of the world / Edward W. Said.
copy:1 id:30425101645524 library:MAGALE

BS 580 .M6 K54 1998
Personal Author: Kirsch, Jonathan, 1949-
Title: Moses : a life / Jonathan Kirsch.
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copy:1 id:30425101645235 library:MAGALE

BX 485 .B7413 2013
Personal Author: Bremer, Thomas, 1957-
Title: Cross and Kremlin : a brief history of the Orthodox Church in Russia / Thomas Bremer ; translated by Eric W. Gritsch.
copy:1 id:30425101642059 library:MAGALE

CT 788 .S72 G46 1999
Personal Author: Geniesse, Jane Fletcher.
Title: Passionate nomad : the life of Freya Stark / Jane Fletcher Geniesse.
copy:1 id:30425101645201 library:MAGALE

D 606 .H86 2014
Personal Author: Hynes, Samuel, 1924-
Title: The unsubstantial air : American fliers in the First World War / Samuel Hynes.
copy:1 id:30425101643677 library:MAGALE

DA 682 .S38 1983
Personal Author: Schwartz, Richard B.
Title: Daily life in Johnson's London / Richard B. Schwartz.
copy:1 id:30425101642489 library:MAGALE

DF 234 .B66 1993
Personal Author: Bosworth, A. B.
Title: Conquest and empire : the reign of Alexander the Great / A.B. Bosworth.
copy:1 id:30425101642521 library:MAGALE
Title: Rituals of blood: consequences of slavery in two American centuries / Orlando Patterson.

copy:1
id:30425101645011
library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

E 185.86 .W38 2014

2014

Personal Author: Ward, Allan.
Title: Civil rights brothers: the journey of Albert Porter and Allan Ward / Allan Ward.

copy:1
id:30425101644287
library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

E 185.97 .K5 A2 2014 V.7

1992

Personal Author: King, Martin Luther, Jr., 1929-1968.
Title: The papers of Martin Luther King, Jr. / senior editor, Clayborne Carson; volume editors, Ralph E. Luker, Penny A. Russell; advisory editor, Louis R. Harlan.

copy:1
id:30425101643198
library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

E 185.97 .W44 S25 1996

1996

Personal Author: Salvatore, Nick, 1943-
Title: We all got history: the memory books of Amos Webber / Nick Salvatore.

copy:1
id:30425101645193
library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

E 207 .A4 R36 2011

2011

Personal Author: Randall, Willard Sterne.
Title: Ethan Allen: his life and times / Willard Sterne Randall.

copy:1
id:30425101643768
library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

E 444 .T55 1997

1997

Title: Till freedom cried out: memories of Texas slave life / edited by T. Lindsay Baker and Julie P. Baker; illustrated by Kermit Oliver.

copy:1
id:30425101645185
library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

E 450 .D77 2000

2000

Personal Author: Drew, Benjamin, 1812-1903.
Title: The refugee, or, The narratives of fugitive slaves in Canada / related by themselves; with an account of the history and condition of the colored population of Upper Canada by Benjamin Drew.

copy:1
id:30425101645219
library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

E 467.1 .J15 G95 2014

2014

Personal Author: Gwynne, S. C. (Samuel C.), 1953-
Title: Rebel yell: the violence, passion, and redemption of Stonewall Jackson / S.C. Gwynne.

copy:1
id:30425101643693
library:MAGALE

location:CHECKEDOUT
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E 842.9 .W448</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td><strong>When the news went live:</strong> Dallas 1963 / Bob Huffaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 68 .B936</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td><strong>Making haste from Babylon:</strong> the Mayflower pilgrims and their world / Nick Bunker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 212 .D48</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td><strong>The Devil's lane:</strong> sex and race in the early South / edited by Catherine Clinton and Michele Gillespie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 358.2 .N4</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td><strong>Development arrested:</strong> the blues and plantation power in the Mississippi Delta / Clyde Woods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 1219.73 .A98</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td><strong>The Aztec world</strong> / edited by Elizabeth M. Brumfiel and Gary M. Feinman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR 350 .H275</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td><strong>Griots and griottes:</strong> masters of words and music / Thomas A. Hale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT 2490 .A48</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td><strong>Once upon a quinceañera:</strong> coming of age in the USA / Julia Alvarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT 3251 .A2</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td><strong>Death:</strong> antiquity and its legacy / Mario Erasmo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GT 3251 .A2 E73 2012
Personal Author: Erasmo, Mario.
Title: Death : antiquity and its legacy / Mario Erasmo.
copy:2
id:30425101643552 library:MAGALE

GV 199.44 .E85 K3757 2014
Personal Author: Kasischke, Louis W.,
Title: After the wind : 1996 Everest tragedy : one survivor's story / Lou Kasischke ; illustrations by Jane Cardinal.
copy:1
id:30425101643636 library:MAGALE

GV 199.44 .R82 U734 2013
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Personal Author: Eichar, Donnie,
Title: Dead Mountain : the untold true story of the Dyatlov Pass incident / Donnie Eichar.
copy:1
id:30425101643586 library:MAGALE

GV 558 .M34 2014
Personal Author: McClusky, Mark.
Title: Faster, higher, stronger : how sports science is creating a new generation of superathletes, and what we can learn from them / Mark McClusky.
copy:1
id:30425101644105 library:MAGALE

GV 697 .Z46 V36 2011
Personal Author: Van Natta, Don, 1964-
Title: Wonder girl : the magnificent sporting life of Babe Didrikson Zaharias / Don Van Natta Jr.
copy:1
id:30425101643727 library:MAGALE

GV 742.42 .M48 A3 2007
Personal Author: Mercer, Bill, 1926-
Title: Play-by-play : tales from a sports broadcasting insider / Bill Mercer.
copy:1
id:30425101643321 library:MAGALE

GV 742.42 .M48 A3 2007
Personal Author: Mercer, Bill, 1926-
Title: Play-by-play : tales from a sports broadcasting insider / Bill Mercer.
copy:2
id:30425101643339 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

GV 742.42 R93 A3 2014 2014
Personal Author: Ryan, Bob, 1946-
Title: Scribe : my life in sports / Bob Ryan.
copy:1 id:30425101643735 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

GV 865 J48 A3 2014 2014
Personal Author: Jeter, Derek, 1974-
Title: Jeter unfiltered / Derek Jeter with Anthony Bozza ; photographs by Christopher Anderson.
copy:1 id:30425101644121 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

GV 875 A1 F37 2014 2014
Personal Author: Feinstein, John.
Title: Where nobody knows your name : life in the minor leagues of baseball / John Feinstein.
copy:1 id:30425101642752 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

GV 939 P35 A3 2014 2014
Personal Author: Parcells, Bill, 1941-
Title: Parcells : a football life / Bill Parcells and Nunyo Demasio.
copy:1 id:30425101644139 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

GV 1015.5 T73 O54 2015 2015
Personal Author: Oldenburg, Steve.
Title: Complete conditioning for volleyball / Steve Oldenburg.
copy:1 id:30425101643784 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

GV 1061.18 W66 A3 2014 2014
Personal Author: Webb, Margaret.
Title: Older, faster, stronger : what women runners can teach us all about living younger, longer / Margaret Webb.
copy:1 id:30425101642638 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

H 59 F28 F36 1996 1996
copy:1 id:30425101645284 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK
Title: HBR's 10 must reads on innovation.

Title: Roger & me [videorecording] / Warner Bros. presents ; a Dog Eat Dog Films production ; a film by Michael Moore ; written, produced and directed by Michael Moore.

Title: Fed up / Radius-TWC and Atlas Films presents ; in association with Artemis Rising Foundation and Diamond Docs ; executive producers, Katie Couric, Laurie David ; executive producers, Heather Reisman, Regina K. Scully ; executive producers, Michelle Walrath, Michael Walrath ; produced by Eve Marson, Sarah Olson, Stephanie Soechtig ; written by Mark Monroe, Stephanie Soechtig ; directed by Stephanie Soechtig ; a film by Stephanie Soechtig.

Title: A place at the table / Participant Media presents ; a Catalyst Films/Silverbush production ; a Lori Silverbush/Kristi Jacobson film ; produced by Julie Goldman, Ryan Harrington ; produced and directed by Kristi Jacobson and Lori Silverbush.

Title: The company and the shogun : the Dutch encounter with Tokugawa Japan / Adam Clulow.
HX 843.7 .G65 G67 2011
Personal Author: Gornick, Vivian.
Title: Emma Goldman: revolution as a way of life / Vivian Gornick.
copy:1 location:NEW_BOOK

JA 71 .K35 2003
Personal Author: Katznelson, Ira.
Title: Desolation and enlightenment: political knowledge after total war, totalitarianism, and the Holocaust / Ira Katznelson.
copy:1 location:NEW_BOOK

JV 6455 .D48 2014
Personal Author: Dinnerstein, Leonard.
Title: The world comes to America: immigration to the United States since 1945 / Leonard Dinnerstein, University of Arizona; David M. Reimers, New York University.
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copy:1 location:CHECKEDOUT

JZ 1242 .R39 1999
Personal Author: Rawls, John, 1921-2002.
Title: The law of peoples; with, The idea of public reason revisited / John Rawls.
copy:1 location:NEW_BOOK

JZ 1711.5 .C66 2012
Personal Author: Cooley, Alexander, 1972-
Title: Great games, local rules: the new great power contest in Central Asia / Alexander Cooley.
copy:1 location:NEW_BOOK

KF 352 .W48 2012
Personal Author: White, G. Edward.
Title: Law in American history / G. Edward White.
copy:1 location:NEW_BOOK

KF 3941 .W56 2013
Personal Author: Winkler, Adam.
Title: Gunfight: the battle over the right to bear arms in America / Adam Winkler.
copy:1 location:CHECKEDOUT
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Title: Administrative law and politics : cases and comments / Christine B. Harrington, Lief H. Carter.

  copy:1
  id:30425101642091  library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

Title: Life without parole : America's new death penalty? / edited by Charles J. Ogletree, Jr., and Austin Sarat.

  copy:1
  id:30425101642075  library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK

Title: The teacher wars : a history of America's most embattled profession / Dana Goldstein.

  copy:1
  id:30425101642080  library:MAGALE

location:NEW_BOOK
Title: The Hollywood sound [videorecording] / Alternate Current ... [et al.] in association with Thirteen/WNET and France 3 ; a film by Joshua Waletzky ; produced by Margaret Smilow.

Title: Gestures of music theater: the performativity of song and dance / edited by Dominic Symonds and Millie Taylor.

Title: Music for special kids: musical activities, songs, instruments and resources / Pamela Ott.

Title: Using technology to unlock musical creativity / Scott Watson.

Title: The teaching of instrumental music / Richard J. Colwell, Michael P. Hewitt.


Title: Teaching band & orchestra: methods and materials / Lynn G. Cooper.

Title: Starting out right: beginning band pedagogy / J. Si Millican.
Title: Habits of a successful middle school band director / Scott Rush, Jeff Scott, Emily Wilkinson ; foreword by Tim Lautzenheiser.

Title: Habits of a successful band director : pitfalls and solutions / Scott Rush ; [with a foreword by Tim Lautzenheiser].

Title: The dynamic marching band / by Wayne Markworth ; foreword by Tim Lautzenheiser.

Title: Camera lucida : reflections on photography / Roland Barthes ; translated by Richard Howard.

Title: Art worlds / Howard S. Becker.

Title: Feeling mediated : a history of media technology and emotion in America / Brenton J. Malin.

Title: Classics : a very short introduction / Mary Beard and
John Henderson.

PA 3855 .E5 G54 2002
Title: Aesop's fables / translated with an introduction and notes by Laura Gibbs.

PA 3973 .M43 A55 2002
Personal Author: Allan, William, 1970-
Title: Euripides : Medea / William Allan.

PA 6163 .O95 2013
Title: The Oxford anthology of literature in the Roman world / edited by Peter E. Knox and J. C. McKeown.

PC 2112 .P75 2008

PC 4112.5 .A55 2007
Personal Author: Alonso Vallecillos, Rogelio.
Title: Advanced Spanish grammar / Rogelio Alonso Vallecillos.

PC 4261 .V64 2008
Personal Author: Vogt, Eric W.
Title: Spanish pronouns up close / Eric Vogt.

PC 4290 .V65 2008
Personal Author: Vogt, Eric W.
Title: Practice makes perfect : the Spanish subjunctive up close / Eric Vogt.

PC 4301 .V64 2009
Personal Author: Vogt, Eric W.
Title: Spanish past-tense verbs up close / Eric Vogt.
PC 4460 .C248 2009 2009
Personal Author: Cassagne, Jean-Marie.
Title: 101 Spanish idioms : [enrich your Spanish conversation with colorful everyday expressions] / Jean Marie Cassagne ; illustrated by Luc Nisset.

Personal Author: Robinson, Orrin W., 1947-
Title: Old English and its closest relatives : a survey of the earliest Germanic languages / Orrin W. Robinson.

PJ 7760 .S5 A2413 1999 1999
Title: The adventures of Sayf ben Dhi Yazan : an Arab folk epic / translation and narration by Lena Jayyusi ; introduction by Harry Norris.

Personal Author: M*ir Amman Dihlav*i, active 1801-1806.
Title: A tale of four dervishes / Mir Amman ; translated from the Urdu with an introduction by Mohammed Zakir.

Personal Author: Babur, Emperor of Hindustan, 1483-1530.
Title: Babur Nama : journal of Emperor Babur / translated from the Turkish by Annette Susannah Beveridge ; abridged, edited and introduced by Dilip Hiro.

PL 788.4 .G43 E45 2013 2013
Personal Author: Emmerich, Michael.
Title: The Tale of Genji : translation, canonization, and world literature / Michael Emmerich.
feminism / Trinh T. Minh-ha.

PN 504 .A94 2014
Personal Author: Auerbach, Erich, 1892-1957.
Title: Time, history, and literature : selected essays of Erich Auerbach / edited and with an introduction by James I. Porter ; translated by Jane O. Newman.

Personal Author: Segaloff, Nat.
Title: Stirling Silliphant : the fingers of god / by Nat Segaloff.

Personal Author: Morton, Ray, 1961-
Title: A quick guide to television writing / Ray Morton.

PN 1992.77 .S26 2004 DVD
Title: Samurai Jack [videorecording] / Rough Draft Studios, Inc. ; Cartoon Network Studios ; producer, Genndy Tartakovsky ; written by Mark Andrews, Bryan Andrews ; directed by Rob Renzetti, Genndy Tartakovsky.

PN 1992.77 .S26 2005 DVD
Title: Samurai Jack. Season 2 [videorecording] / written by Paul Rudish, Genndy Tartakovsky ; directed by Genndy Tartakovsky ; producer Genndy Tartakovsky ; Cartoon Network.

PN 1992.77 .S26 2006 DVD
Title: Samurai Jack. Season 3 [videorecording] / Cartoon Network.

PN 1992.77 .S26 2007 DVD

International presents; a Baa-Ram-Ewe production; story by Prachya Pinkaew; written by Napalee ... (et al.); producers, Prachya Pinkaew, Sukanya Vongsthapat; directed by Prachya Pinkaew.

copy:1
location:AV_COLL

Personal Author: Reinhartz, Adele, 1953-
Title: Bible and cinema : an introduction / Adele Reinhartz.
copy:1
location:NEW_BOOK

Title: Diving bell and the butterfly
copy:2
location:CHECKEDOUT

PN 1995.9 .C55 M537 2007 DVD
Title: A midsummer night's dream [videorecording] / Warner Brothers present a Max Reinhardt's production; directed by Max Reinhardt and William Dieterle; arranged for the screen by Charles Kenyon and Mary C. McCall, Jr.
copy:1
location:AV_COLL

PN 1995.9 .D6 D56 2013
Title: The documentary film book / edited by Brian Winston.
copy:1
location:NEW_BOOK

PN 1995.9 .H3 K864 2007 DVD
Title: Gong fu [videorecording] / Gelunbiya dian ying zhi zuo (Yazhou) you xian gong si, Hua yi xiong di tai he ying shi tou zi you xian gong si, Zhongguo dian ying ji tuan gong si Beijing dian ying zhi pian chang chu pin; Xing hui hai wai you xian gong si she zhi; jian zhi dao yan, Zhou Xingchi; jian zhi, Cui bao zhu ... (et al.) = Kung fu hustle / Columbia Pictures Film Production Asia Limited, Huayi Brothers & Taihe Film Investment Co., Ltd., Beijing Film Studio of China Film Group Corporation present; a Star Overseas production; produced and directed by Stephen Chow; produced by Chui Po Chu ... (et al.).
copy:1
location:AV_COLL

PN 1995.9 .H6 B59 2013
Personal Author: Blake, Marc.
Title: Writing the horror movie / Marc Blake and Sara Bailey.

Title: Guess who's coming to dinner [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures Corporation presents a Stanley Kramer production ; written by William Rose ; produced and directed by Stanley Kramer.

Title: Forgeries of memory and meaning : Blacks and the regimes of race in American theater and film before World War II / Cedric J. Robinson.


Title: Beyond continuity : script supervision for the modern filmmaker / by Mary Cybulski.


Title: Shotgun stories / Upload Films presents in association with Muskat Film Properties ; a Lucky Old Sun production ; written and directed by Jeff Nichols ; produced by David Gordon Green, Lisa Muskat, Jeff Nichols ; executive producers, Todd Williams, Nick
Title: Wadjda / a Sony Pictures Classics release; Razor Film in co-production with High Look Group and Rotana Studios, in cooperation with Norddeutscher Rundfunk and Bayerischer Rundfunk; co-producer, Amr Alkahtani; produced by Roman Paul, Gerhard Meixner; written and directed by Haifaa Al Mansour.

Title: Air Force One [videorecording]; In the line of fire / distributed by Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.

Title: Arabian nights [videorecording]; Universal Studios; story and screenplay by Michael Hogan; produced by Walter Wanger; directed by John Rawlins.

Title: The bride with white hair [videorecording]; directed by Ronny Yu; written by David Wu and Ronny Yu.

Title: Collateral damage [videorecording]; Eraser / Warner Bros. Pictures.

Title: Cotton comes to Harlem [videorecording]; United Artists; Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. presents; produced by Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.; screenplay by Arnold Perl and Ossie Davis; directed by Ossie Davis.

Title: The company of wolves [videorecording]; ITC Entertainment, a Palace Production; a Neil Jordan film; directed by Neil Jordan; producers, Chris Brown and Stephen Woolley; screenplay by Angela Carter and Neil Jordan.
Title: Dancehall queen [videorecording] / Palm Pictures ;
Island Jamaica Films presents in association with
Hawk's Nest Productions ; produced by Carolyn
Pfeiffer, Carl Bradshaw ; written by Suzanne Penn, Ed
Wallace, Don Letts ; directed by Don Letts, Rick
Elgood.
copy:1                      id:30425101644709      library:MAGALE
location:AV_COLL

Title: 8 seconds [videorecording] / New Line Productions
presents a Jersey Films production ; writer, Monte
Merrick ; producer, Michael Shamberg ; director, John
G. Avildsen.
copy:1                      id:30425101643370      library:MAGALE
location:AV_COLL

Title: Fahrenheit 9/11 [videorecording] / Lions Gate Films
and IFC Films and the Fellowship Adventure Group
present a Dog Eat Dog Films production, a film by
Michael Moore ; producers, Jim Czarnecki, Kathleen
Glynn ; written, produced and directed by Michael
Moore.
copy:1                      id:30425101643388      library:MAGALE
location:AV_COLL

Title: Freeway [videorecording] / Republic Pictures ;
Kushner-Locke and Samuel Hadida in association with
August Entertainment and Davis Film present an
Illusion Entertainment Group and Muse/Wyman production
; a Matthew Bright film ; produced by Brad Wyman,
Chris Hanley ; written and directed by Matthew Bright.
copy:1                      id:30425101644667      library:MAGALE
location:AV_COLL

Title: Funny face [videorecording] / a Paramount picture ;
produced by Roger Edens ; directed by Stanley Donen ;
written by Leonard Gershe.
copy:1                      id:30425101644527      library:MAGALE
location:AV_COLL

Title: Hellfighters [videorecording] / a Universal picture ;
screenplay by Clair Huffaker ; produced by Robert
Arthur ; directed by Andrew V. McLaglen.
copy:1                      id:3042510164519      library:MAGALE
location:AV_COLL
Title: The horse whisperer [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures presents a Wildwood Enterprises production; directed by Robert Redford; screenplay by Eric Roth and Richard LaGravenese; produced by Robert Redford, Patrick Markey.

Title: The Jackie Robinson Story [videorecording]; Sanders of the river / Cozumel Films.

Title: Kandukondain kandukondain [videorecording] = I have found it / Kalaippuli S. Thanu "V" Creations presents; a Kalyani Infotech production; dialogues, Sujatha; produced by Kalaippuli S. Thanu; written & directed by Rajiv Menon.

Title: Kuch kuch hota hai / Dharma Productions; directed by Karan Johar; produced by Yash Johar.

Title: Lacombe Lucien [videorecording] / film de Louis Malle; sc*enario, Louis Malle, Patrick Modiano; une co-production NEF-UPF, Vides-Film, Hallelujah-Film.

Title: Queen Latifah presents Mama Africa [videorecording].

Title: Mother India [videorecording] / Mehboob Productions Private, Ltd.; directed by Mehboob.
Title: Rio Bravo [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures presents; screenplay by Jules Furthman and Leigh Brackett; an Armada production; directed and produced by Howard Hawks.

Title: Sabrina [videorecording] / Paramount Pictures; produced and directed by Billy Wilder; screenplay by Billy Wilder, Samuel A. Taylor, Ernest Lehman.

Title: Snow White [videorecording]: a tale of terror / Universal; PolyGram Filmed Entertainment presents an InterScope Communications production; director of photography, Mike Southon; executive producers, Ted Field, Robert W. Cort and Scott Kroopf; screenplay by Tom Szollosi and Deborah Serra; produced by Tom Engelman; directed by Michael Cohn.


Title: Tracy & Hepburn : the definitive collection.


Title: The Blind Swordsman [videorecording] : Zatoichi ;
Sonatine / written and directed by Takeshi Kitano.

copy:1
location:CHECKEDOUT

2005

Title: The Brothers Grimm [videorecording] / a Dimension Films and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures presentation ; a Mosaic Media Group/Daniel Bobker production ; a Terry Gilliam film ; produced by Charles Roven, Daniel Bobker ; written by Ehren Kruger ; directed by Terry Gilliam.

copy:1
location:CHECKEDOUT

2006

Title: The house of sand [videorecording] / Sony Pictures Classics ; Conspirac*ao Filmes ; Columbia TriStar Filmes do Brasil ; Globo Filmes ; Quanta Centro de Produ*c*oes ; Teleimage.

copy:1
location:CHECKEDOUT

2011

Title: Contagion [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures presents ; in association with Participant Media and Imagenation Abu Dhabi ; a Double Feature Films/Gregory Jacobs production ; written by Scott Z. Burns ; produced by Michael Shamberg, Stacey Sher, Gregory Jacobs ; directed by Steven Soderbergh.

2012

Title: Devdas [videorecording] / Mega Bollywood Pvt. Ltd. presents ; screenplay, Prakash Kapadia and Sanjay Leela Bhansali ; dialogue, Prakash Kapadia ; produced by Bharat Shah ; directed by Sanjay Leela Bhansali.

2014

Title: The fault in our stars / Fox 2000 Pictures presents ; a Temple Hill Production ; directed by Josh Boone ; screenplay by Scott Neustadter & Michael H. Weber ; produced by Wyck Godfrey, Marty Bowen.

2014

Title: Hero / Miramax Films presents in association with
Title: Hidalgo [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures ;
produced by Casey Silver ; written by John Fusco ;
directed by Joe Johnston.

Title: Love actually [videorecording] / Universal Pictures
and Studio Canal present a Working Title production in
association with DNA Films ; produced by Duncan
Kenworthy, Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner ; written and
directed by Richard Curtis.

Title: Million dollar arm / Disney presents a Roth
Films/Mayhem Pictures production ; written by Thomas
McCarthy ; directed by Craig Gillespie.

Title: Onmy*oji [videorecording] / T*oh*o Kabushiki Kaisha ;
seisaku, T*ohoku Shinsha ... [et al.] ; purody*us*a,
Hayashi Tetsuji, Hamana Kazuya, T*oya Nobuyuki ;
gensaku, Yumemakura Baku "Onmy*oji shir*izu" ;
kantoku, Takita Y*ojir*o.

Title: Secretariat [videorecording] / Walt Disney Pictures
presents ; directed by Randall Wallace ; written by
Mike Rich ; produced by Gordon Gray and Mark Ciardi ;
a Mayhem Pictures production ; a Randall Wallace film.
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José Campanella; producción ejecutiva, Gerardo Herrero, Vanessa Ragone; dirección de fotografía,

Félix Monti; [Tornasol Films, Haddock Films, 100 Bares Producciones].

A separation [videorecording] = Jodai-e Nader az Simin / a Sony Pictures Classics release; written and directed by Asghar Farhadi.

Tsotsi [videorecording] = [Thug] / Miramax Films ... [et al.]; in association with MoviWorld; screenplay by Gavin Hood; produced by Peter Fudakowski; directed by Gavin Hood.

Unstoppable [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox presents; in association with Dune Entertainment; a Prospect Park/Scott Free production, a Tony Scott film; produced by Julie Yorn ... [et al.]; written by Mark Bomback; directed by Tony Scott.

Volver [videorecording] / Sony Pictures Classics; Ministerio de Cultura; Consejería de Cultura de Castilla-La Mancha; con la participación de TVE; y Canal+ España; El Deseo presenta un film de Almodóvar; guión y dirección, Pedro Almodóvar; productor ejecutivo, Agustín Almodóvar; producida por Esther García.

Cameraman [videorecording]: the life & work of Jack Cardiff / High Point Media Group; Modus Operandi Films and the UK Film Council, in association with Smoke & Mirrors present; a film by Craig McCall; directed and produced by Craig McCall.
The selected letters of Elia Kazan / edited by Albert J. Devlin with Marlene J. Devlin.

Theatre in the expanded field : seven approaches to performance / Alan Read ; line drawings, Beryl Robinson.

Act like it's your business : branding and marketing strategies for actors / Jonathan Flom.


Dramatic circumstances : on acting, singing, and living inside the stories we tell / William Wesbrooks.


Scenes and monologues from Steinberg/ATCA new play award finalists, 2008-2012 / edited by Bruce Burgun ; assisted by Mark Kamie ; introduction by Jay Handelman, Bill Hirschman, and Jeffrey Eric Jenkins.
Title: Mad toy / Roberto Arlt; translated and introduced by Michele McKay Aynesworth.
copy:1 id:30425101642042 library:MAGALE
location:CHECKEDOUT
Personal Author: Arlt, Roberto, 1900-1942.
Title: El juguete rabioso / Roberto Arlt.
copy:1 id:30425101641820 library:MAGALE
location:CHECKEDOUT
Personal Author: Arlt, Roberto, 1900-1942.
Title: The seven madmen / by Roberto Arlt; translated by Nick Caistor.
copy:1 id:30425101641911 library:MAGALE
location:CHECKEDOUT
PQ 8097 .H8 A813 2003 2003
Personal Author: Huidobro, Vicente, 1893-1948.
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Title: Altazor, or, A voyage in a parachute : poem in VII cantos (1919) / by Vicente Huidobro; translated by Eliot Weinberger.
copy:1 id:30425101644220 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK
PQ 8219 .P26 2000 2000
Personal Author: Palacio, Pablo.
Title: Obras completas : edici*on cr*itica / Pablo Palacio; Wilfrido H. Corral, coordinador.
copy:1 id:30425101642240 library:MAGALE
location:CHECKEDOUT
PQ 8497 .V3 2014 2014
Personal Author: Valdelomar, Abraham, 1888-1919.
Title: La aldea encantada : cuentos criollos / Abraham Valdelomar.
copy:1 id:30425101644212 library:MAGALE
location:CHECKEDOUT
Personal Author: Vallejo, C*esar, 1892-1938.
Title: Narrativa completa / C*esar Vallejo; edici*on de Antonio Merino.
copy:1 id:30425101645839 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK
Personal Author: Benedetti, Mario, 1920-2009.
Title: Cuentos : selecci*on del autor / Mario Benedetti.
Personal Author: Schuyler, George S. (George Samuel), 1895-1977.
Title: Ethiopian stories / George S. Schuyler ; compiled and edited with an introduction by Robert A. Hill.
copy:1
id:30425101645342      library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3539 .H957 1975 1975
Personal Author: Thurman, Wallace, 1902-1934.
Title: Infants of the spring / by Wallace Thurman.
copy:1
id:30425101645144      library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3553 .I78 Z85 2009 2009
Personal Author: Rivera, Carmen Hayd*ee.
Title: Border crossings and beyond : the life and works of Sandra Cisneros / Carmen Hayd*ee Rivera.
copy:1
id:30425101645946      library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3555 .V34 F74 1997 1997
Personal Author: Everett, Percival L.
Title: Frenzy / Percival Everett.
copy:1
id:30425101645599      library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3557 .A355 M697 2005 2005
Personal Author: Gaines, Ernest J., 1933-
Title: Mozart and Leadbelly : stories and essays / Ernest J. Gaines; compiled and edited by Marcia Gaudet and Reggie Young.
copy:1
id:30425101645441      library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

Personal Author: Gaines, Ernest J., 1933-
Title: Porch talk with Ernest Gaines : conversations on the writer's craft / Marcia Gaudet and Carl Wooton.
copy:1
id:30425101645243      library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3557 .R5355 G73 2014 2014
Personal Author: Grisham, John,
Title: Gray Mountain / John Grisham.
copy:1
id:30425101643743      library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3560 .03735 F35 1987 1987
Personal Author: Johnson, Charles, 1948-
Title: Faith and the good thing / Charles Johnson.
copy:1
id:30425101645607      library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3561 .I483 D65 1993 1993

Item List
Personal Author: King, Stephen, 1947-
Title: Dolores Claiborne / Stephen King.
copy:1 id:30425101642877 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3561 .I483 P4 2002 2002
Personal Author: King, Stephen, 1947-
Title: Pet sematary / Stephen King.
copy:1 id:30425101642943 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

Personal Author: Major, Clarence.
Title: Configurations : new and selected poems, 1958-1998 / Clarence Major.
copy:1 id:30425101645334 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3563 .C3825 T86 1997 1997
Personal Author: McKinney-Whetstone, Diane.
Title: Tumbling / Diane McKinney-Whetstone.
copy:1 id:30425101645532 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3563 .O8749 B4 2006 2006
Personal Author: Morrison, Toni.
Title: Beloved / Toni Morrison ; with an introduction by A.S. Byatt.
copy:1 id:30425101644816 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3566 .A4554 B43 2014 2014
Personal Author: Palahniuk, Chuck.
Title: Beautiful you / Chuck Palahniuk.
copy:1 id:30425101645813 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3566 .A4554 I583 2012 2012
Personal Author: Palahniuk, Chuck.
Title: Invisible monsters remix / Chuck Palahniuk.
copy:1 id:30425101645847 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3566 .I372 P49 2002 2002
Personal Author: Picoult, Jodi, 1966-
Title: Picture perfect / Jodi Picoult.
copy:1 id:30425101645565 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3566 .I54 P6 1988 1988
Personal Author: Pinsky, Robert.
Title: Poetry and the world / Robert Pinsky.
copy:1 id:30425101645276 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK
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PS 3566 .L27 B4 1995 1971
Personal Author: Plath, Sylvia.
Title: The bell jar / biographical note by Lois Ames ;
drawings by Sylvia Plath.
copy:1 id:30425101642604 library:MAGALE
location:CHECKEDOUT

PS 3566 .O663 T78 2006 2006
Personal Author: Portis, Charles.
Title: True grit [sound recording] / Charles Portis.
copy:1 id:30425101643347 library:MAGALE
location:AV_COLL

PS 3569 .H3385 A78 2013 2013
Personal Author: Shapiro, Barbara A., 1951-
Title: The art forger : a novel / by B.A. Shapiro.
copy:1 id:30425101644808 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3570 .O54 C666 2012 2012
Personal Author: MacLauchlin, Cory.
Title: Butterfly in the typewriter : the tragic life of John
Kennedy Toole and the remarkable story of A
confederacy of dunces / Cory MacLauchlin.
copy:1 id:30425101643685 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3602 .A5842 F58 2014 2014
Personal Author: Baker, Annie, 1981-
Title: The flick / Annie Baker.
copy:1 id:30425101641614 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3602 .R6445 W67 2006 2006
Personal Author: Brooks, Max,
Title: World War Z : an oral history of the zombie war / Max
Brooks.
copy:1 id:30425101644782 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PS 3619 .E26 L68 2002 2002
Personal Author: Sebold, Alice.
Title: The lovely bones : a novel / Alice Sebold.
copy:2 id:30425101645581 library:MAGALE
location:NEW_BOOK

PZ 7.7 .R87 2014 V.2 2014
Personal Author: Russell, P. Craig,
Title: The graveyard book. Volume 2 / based on the novel by:
Title: Anatomy trains: myofascial meridians for manual and movement therapists / Thomas W. Myers; color illustrations by Graeme Chambers, Debbie Maizels, Philip Wilson.
teachers, allied professionals, parents/families, physicians.

Corporate Author: Tourette Syndrome Association.
Title: Tourette Syndrome in the classroom, school, and community [electronic resource]

Title: Tropical nursery manual : a guide to starting and operating a nursery for native and traditional plants / edited by Kim M. Wilkinson [and four others].

Title: Connected viewing : selling, streaming, & sharing media in the digital era / Edited by Jennifer Holt and Kevin Sanson.

Title: The story of film [videorecording] : an odyssey / The British Film Institute, Film4 and Hopscotch Films present ; a Hopscotch Films production ; written, photographed, and directed by Mark Cousins ; producer, John Archer.

Title: Side by side [videorecording] / Tribeca Film in partnership with American Express presents ; Company Films ; written and directed by Chris Kenneally ; produced by Keanu Reeves, Justin Szlasa.

Title: Spectacular digital effects : CGI and contemporary cinema / Kristen Whissel.

Title: Thanksgiving : how to cook it well / Sam Sifton.
Title: How to STEM: science, technology, engineering, and math education in libraries / edited by Vera Gubnitskaia, Carol Smallwood.